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Utti ’ O  the Itz 

 

 

High hats and arrowed collars, white spats and lots of dollars 

Spending every dime, for a wonderful time 

If you're blue and you don't know where to go to 

Why don't you go where fashion sits,  

Puttin' on the Ritz.  – Irving Berlin 

Hegel remarks somewhere that all great, world-historical facts and personages 

occur, as it were, twice. He has forgotten to add: the first time as tragedy, the 

second as farce. – Karl Marx  

I never could bear the idea of anyone expecting something from me. It always 

made me want to do just the opposite. – Jean-Paul “artre, No Exit   

Every time I hear a political speech or I read those of our leaders, I am horrified 

at having, for years, heard nothing which sounded human. – Albert Camus  

The structure of a play is always the story of how the birds came home to roost. 

– Arthur Miller 
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In Young Frankenstein, Mel B ooks a d Ge e Wilde  illia tl  efo ulate Ma  “helle ’s Frankenstein; 

or, The Modern Prometheus, a tragedy in the classic sense, as farce. The narrative crux of the 

B ooks/Wilde  o ie is D . F a ke stei ’s de o st atio  of his eatio  to a  audie e of s ie tists – not 

with some clinical presentation, but by both Doctor and Monster donning top hats and tuxedos to perform 

Putti ’ on the Ritz  in true vaudevillian style. The audience is dazzled at first, but the cheers turn to boos 

when the Monster is unable to sta  i  tu e, ello i g out UTTIN ON THE IIIIT)!  a d da i g f a ti all . 

Pelted with rotten tomatoes, the Monster flees the stage and embarks on a doomed rampage.  

Wilde ’s F a ke stei  a o plishes a  a azi g feat – he creates life! – but then he uses that fantastic 

gift to put on a show. So, too, with QE. These policies saved the world in early 2009. Now they are a farce, 

a show put on by well-meaning scientists who have never worked a day outside government or academia, 

who have zero intuition for, knowledge of, or experience with the consequences of their experiments. 

Two things happened this week with the FOMC announcement and subsequent press conferences by 

Bernanke, Bullard, etc. – one procedural and one structural. The procedural event was the intentional 

i je tio  of a iguit  i to Fed o u i atio s. As I’ll des i e elo , this is a  e e  g eate  poli  

istake that the i itial Putti ’ o  the Ritz  sho  Be a ke p odu ed at the Ju e FOMC eeti g he  

tape i g  fi st e te ed ou  olle ti e o a ula . The st u tu al e e t … hi h is fa  o e i po ta t, fa  

more long-lasti g, a d just plai  sad … is the ul i atio  of the u eau ati  aptu e of the Federal 

Reserve, not by the banking industry which it regulates, but by academic economists and acolytes of 

government paternalism. These are true-believers in too-clever-by-half academic theories such as 

management of forward expectations and in the soft authoritarianism of Mandarin rule. They are certain 
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that they have both a duty and an ability to regulate the global economy in the best interests of the rest 

of us poor benighted souls. A o e else e e e  The Co ittee to “a e the Wo ld  (Feb. 1999)? The 

hubris levels of current Fed and Treasury leaders make Rubin, 

Greenspan, and Summers seem almost humble in comparison, as 

hard as that may be to believe. The difference is that the guys on 

the left operated in the real world, where usually you were right 

but sometimes you were wrong in a clearly demonstrable fashion. 

A professional academic like Bernanke or Yellen has never been 

wrong. Published papers and books are not held accountable 

because nothing is riding on them, and this internal assumption of 

intellectual infallibility follows wherever they go. As a former cleric 

in this Church, I know wherefore I speak. 

The e’s f e ue t ha d-wringing among the chattering class about whether or not the Fed has been 

politi ized.  Please. That ho se left the barn decades ago. In fact, with the possible exception of Paul 

Volcker (and even he is an accomplished political animal) I am hard pressed to identify any Fed Chairman 

who has not incorporated into monetary policy the political preferences of whatever Administration 

happened to be in power at the time. 

Bureaucratic capture is not politicization. It is the subversion of a regulatory body, a transformation in 

motives and objectives from within. In this case it includes an element of politicization, to be sure, but the 

structural change goes much deeper than that. Politicization is a skin-deep phenomenon; with every 

change in Administration there is some commensurate change, usually incremental, in policy application. 

Bureaucratic capture, on the other hand, marks a more or less permanent shift in the existential purpose 

of an institution. The WHY of the Fed – its meaning – ha ged this eek. O  athe , it’s ee  ha gi g fo  

a long time and now has been officially presented via a song-and-dance routine. 

What Bernanke signaled this week is that QE is no longer an emergency government measure, but is 

now a permanent government program. In exactly the same way that retirement and poverty insurance 

became permanent government programs in the aftermath of the Great Depression, so now is deflation 

and growth insurance well on its way to becoming a permanent government program in the aftermath of 

the Great Recession. The rate of asset purchases may wax and wane in the years to come, and might even 

be negative for short periods of time, but the program itself will never be unwound.  
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There is very little difference from a policy efficacy perspective between announcing a small taper of, say, 

a $10 billion reduction in monthly bond purchases and announcing no taper at all. But there is a HUGE 

difference from a policy signaling perspective between the two. Doing nothing, particularly when 

everyone expects you to do something, is a signal, pure and simple. It is an intentional insertion of 

uncertainty into forward expectations, a clear communication that the self-imposed standards for winding 

down QE as established in June are no longer operative, that the market should assume nothing in terms 

of winding down QE.  

Thi k of it this a  … h  did ’t the Fed satisf  a ket e pectations, their prior communications, and 

their own stated desire to wait cautiously for more economic data by imposing a minuscule $5 billion 

taper? Almost every market participant would have been happy with this outcome, from those hoping for 

more accommodation for longer to those hoping that finally, at last, we were on a path to unwind QE. 

Everyone could find something to like here. But no, the FOMC went out of its way to signal something 

else. And that something else is that we are NOT on automatic pilot to unwind QE. A concern with self-

sustaining growth and a professed desire to be data dependent  are satisfied equally with either a small 

taper or doing nothing. Choosing nothing over a small taper is only useful insofar as it signals that the 

Fed prefers to maintain a QE program regardless of the economic data. And that’s a positio  that almost 

every market participant can find a reason to dislike, as e’ e see  o e  the past fe  da s. I ea  … he  

even Fed apologist extraordinaire Jon Hilsenrath starts to complain about Fed communications (although 

his latest article title e ai s Ma ket Mis eads “ig als , ou k o  that ou ha e a Fed hose p eference 

fu tio s a e ot ide ti al to the a ket’s. 

Moreover, Be a ke a d his tea  a e taki g steps to p e e t futu e FOMC’s o  Fed Chai s f o  e e si g 

this transformation of QE from emergency policy to government program. In addition to the implicit signal 

given by choosing no taper over a small taper, there was an explicit signal in oth Be a ke’s o e ts 

o  Wed esda  a d i  Bulla d’s i te ie s o  F ida  – the Fed is adding an inflation floor to its QE 

linkages, alongside the existing unemployment linkage. Previously we were told that QE would persist 

so long as unemployment is high. Now we are told that QE will also persist so long as inflation is low. 

Importantly, these are being presented as individually sufficient reasons for QE persistence. If 

unemployment is high OR inflation is low, QE rolls on. Precedent matters a lot to any clubby, self-

consciously deliberative Washington body, from the Supreme Court to the Senate to the FOMC, and by 

setting multiple explicit macroeconomic linkages to QE – all of which are one-way thresholds designed to 

continue asset purchases – this Fed is making it much harder for any future Fed to reverse course. 
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But ait, the e’s o e …  

Given the manner in which inflation statistics are constructed today – and just read Ja et Yelle ’s ook 

(The Fa ulous De ade: Ma roe o o i  Lesso s fro  the 99 ’s, co-authored with Alan Blinder) if you 

think that the Fed is unaware of the policy impact that statistical construction can achieve … ha gi g 

inflation measurement methodology is one of the key factors she identifies to explain how the Fed was 

able to engineer the g o th i a le  of the 99 ’s  – inflation is now more of a proxy for generic 

economic activity than it is for how prices are experienced. In a very real way (no pun intended), the 

meaning and construction of concepts such as real economic growth and real rates of return are shifting 

e eath ou  feet, ut that’s a sto  fo  a othe  da . What’s ele a t toda  is that when the Fed promises 

continued QE so long as inflation is below target, they are really promising continued QE so long as 

economic growth is anemic. QE has become just another tool to manage the business cycle and garden-

variety recession risks. And because those risks are always present, QE will always be with us.     

 

In Pulp Fiction the Joh  T a olta ha a te  plu ges a s i ge of ad e ali e i to U a Thu a ’s hea t to 

sa e he  life. This as QE i  Ma h, 9 … a  e e ge , o e i  a lifeti e effo t to e i e an economy 

in cardiac arrest. Now, four a d a half ea s late , QE is ad e ali e deli e ed ia IV d ip … a the apeuti , 

constant effort to maintain a certain quality of economic life. This may or may not be a positive 

de elop e t fo  Wall “t eet, depe di g o  he e ou sit. I ould a gue that it’s a negative development 
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for most individual and institutional investors. But it is music to the ears of every institutional political 

i te est i  Washi gto , ega dless of pa t , a d that’s hat ulti atel  g a ts QE u eau ati  i o talit . 

It is impossible to overestimate the political inertia that exists within and around these massive Federal 

insurance programs, just as it is impossible to overestimate the electoral popularity (or market popularity, 

in the case of QE) of these programs. In the absence of a self-imposed wind-down plan – a d that’s e a tl  

what Bernanke laid out in June and exactly what he took back on Wednesday – there is no chance of any 

othe  go e e tal e tit  u i di g QE, e e  if the  a ted to. Whi h the  do ’t. Rega dless of hat 

political party may sit in the White House or control Congress in the years to come, it will be as practically 

impossible and politically unthinkable to eliminate QE as it is to eliminate Social Security or food stamps. 

QE is now a creature of Washington, forever and ever, amen.  

The long-term consequences of this structural change in the Fed are immense and deserve many future 

Epsilon Theory notes. But in the short to medium-te  it’s the p o edu al shifts that ha e ee  sig aled 

this week that will impact markets. What does it mean for market behavior that Bernanke intentionally 

delivered an informational shock by forcing uncertainty into market expectations?  

Fi st, it’s i po ta t to ote that this is ot eall  a  issue of edi ilit . The p o le  is ot that people 

do ’t elie e that Be a ke ea s hat he said o  Wed esda , o  that the  o ’t elie e hi  if he sa s 

something different in October. The problem is that the Fed is entirely believable, but that the message 

is ot o e of o stru ti e a iguity  as the a ade i  papers ritte  y Fed ad isors i te d, ut o e 

of vacillation and weakness of will.  

From a game theoretic perspective, ambiguity can be a very effective strategy in pretty much whatever 

game you are playing. Alan Greenspan was a master of this approach, famous for the lack of clarity in his 

public statements. Other well-known practitioners of intentionally opaque statements include Mao 

Zedong (hilariously lampooned in Doonesbury when Uncle Duke had a short-lived stint as the US 

Ambassador to China) as well as most Kremlin communications in the Soviet era. Clarity and transparency 

a  also e a e  effe ti e st ateg  i  p ett  u h a  ga e, pa ti ula l  if ou’ e pla i g a st o g ha d 

or you want to make sure that your partner follows your lead. For example, throughout the Cold War both 

the Americans and the Russians would pla e e tai  st ategi  assets i  plai  sight of the othe  ou t ’s 

surveillance apparatus so that there would be no mistaking the strength and intent of the signal.  
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The key to the success of both strategies – intentional ambiguity and intentional clarity – is consistency 

a d, e  a el , the got ha  o e t of a st ateg  s it h. To use a poke  a alog , the tight pla e  ho 

has a reputation for never bluffing can take down a big pot with a bluff much more easily than a player 

who is impossible to read and has a reputation as a frequent bluffer. Of course, this bluff can only be used 

once in a blue moon or the reputation for being a tight player will be lost, as will future bluffing 

effectiveness. Also, the reputation as a tight player must be established effectively prior to the first bluff.  

To sti k ith the poke  a alog , he e’s  take o  hat the Fed has do e. Fo  the past fou  o ths, 

the ’ e t ied to eate a eputation as a tight player, meaning that they have laid out fairly clear standards 

for how they will interpret labor data (the equivalent of cards dealt face up) to set the extent and timing 

of QE tapering. The market responded as it always does, setting its e pe tatio s o  the asis of the Fed’s 

statements, and moving up or down as each new labor data card was revealed. But then on Wednesday, 

the Fed e ealed a luff to i  … othi g … and announced that they would now be playing in an 

unpredictable fashion. It was almost as if Bernanke had read a beginner’s poker instruction book when he 

was at Jackson Hole in late August that said you have to be a hard-to-read player who bluffs a lot to 

su eed at poke , a d de ided as a esult to ha ge his e ti e st ateg . I do ’t k o  hat ou ould think 

about a player like that in your poker game, ut o ds like eak , fish , a d do ke  o e to  i d. 

In fact, I think that the poker instruction book metaphor is just barely a metaphor, because we know that 

several papers at Jackson Hole took Bernanke to task for his communication policy to date. For example, 

Jean-Pierre Landau, a former Deputy Governor of the Bank of France and currently in residence at 

P i eto ’s Wood o  Wilso  “ hool, p ese ted a paper focused on the systemic risks of the massive 

li uidit  sloshi g a ou d ou tes  of the o ld’s e t al a ks. Fo  the ost pa t it’s a t pi al a ade i  

paper in the European mold, finding a solution to systemic risks in even greater supra-national 

go e e t o t ols o e  apital flo s, le e age, a d isk taki g.  But he e’s the i te esti g poi t:  

)e o i te est ates ake isk taki g heap; fo a d guida e akes it f ee,  eli i ati g all oll-over 

risk on short term funding positions. ... Forward guidance brings the cost of leverage to zero, and creates 

strong incentives to increase and overextend exposures. This makes financial intermediaries very sensitive 

to e s , hate e  the  a e.  

Landau is saying that the very act of forward guidance, while well-intentioned, is counter-productive if 

your goal is long-term systemic stability. There is an inevitable shock when that forward guidance shifts, 

a d that sho k is ag ified e ause ou’ e t ai ed the a ket to ely so heavily on forward guidance, 
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both in its risk-taki g eha io  o e le e age  a d its ea tio  eha io  o e se siti it  to e s . This 

argument was picked up by the WSJ Did Fed’s Fo a d Guidance Backfire? , a d it continued to get a 

lot of play in early September, both within the financial press and from FOMC members such as Narayana 

Kocherlakota.  

I think that Bernanke took these papers and comments to heart … after all, they come from fellow trusted 

members of the academic club … and decided to change course with communication policy. No more 

clearly stated forward guidance, but rather the oh-so-carefully crafted ambiguity of an Alan Greenspan. 

Here would be a Monster that can sing and dance, one that can be trotted on stage in a tux and tails and 

is sure to delight the audience with a little number by Irving Berlin. What could possibly go wrong? Well, 

the same thing as the first performance back in June – a complete misunderstanding of the real-world 

environment into which these signals are injected.  

At least in June the Fed still projected an aura of resolve. Today even that seems missing, and that’s a very 

troubling development. Creating a stable Narrative is a function of inserting the right public statement 

signals into the Common Knowledge game. As described above, it really doesn’t matter what the Party 

line is, so long as it is delivered with confidence, consistency, and from on high. But once the audience 

starts questioning the magician’s sleight-of-hand mechanics, once the Great and Terrible Wizard of Oz is 

forced to say pay no 

attention to that man behind 

the curtain , the magician has 

an audience perception 

problem. Fair or not, there is 

now a question of 

competence around Fed 

policy and its decision-making 

process. Sure the Monster can 

sing, but can it sing well? 
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Unfortunately, I think that this perception of an irresolute, somewhat confused Fed is poised to accelerate 

in the forthcoming nomination proceedings for a new Chair, not dissipate. If strength of will and resolve 

of purpose is the quality you need to project, then the Fed needs a Strongman on a Horse,  

 

not a Wise Oracle Baking Cookies. 

Sorry, but it’s true. 

I mean, does anyone doubt that Janet Yellen is a consensus builder who would feel more at home at a 

faculty tea with Elizabeth Warren than a come-to-Jesus talk with Zhou Xiaochuan? Does anyone doubt 

that Larry Summers is the polar opposite, a bureaucratic Napoleon who would absolutely revel in lowering 

the boom on Zhou or Tombini … or Bullard or Yellen, for that matter? But it looks like Yellen is the shoo-
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in candidate, so whatever perceptions of Fed wishy-washiness and indecision that are currently incubating 

are likely to grow, no matter how unfair those perceptions might be.  

What does all this mean for how to invest in the short to medium-term? Frankly, I don’t think that 

investment  is possible over the next few months, at least not as the term is usually understood, and at 

least not in public markets. When you listen to institutional investors and the bulge-bracket sell-side 

firms that serve them, everything today is couched in terms of positioning , not investment , and as 

a result that’s the Common Knowledge environment we all must suffer through. This is the fundamental 

behavioral shift in markets created by a Fed-centric universe – the best one can hope for is a modicum of 

protection from the caprice of the Mad God, and efforts to find some investable theme are dashed more 

often than they are rewarded. The Narrative of Central Bank Omnipotence – that all market outcomes are 

determined by monetary policy, especially Fed policy – is stronger than ever today, so if you’re looking to 

take an exposure based on the idiosyncratic attributes or fundamentals of a publicly traded company … 

well, I hope you have a long time horizon and very little sensitivity to the price path in the meantime. I 

will say, though, that the counter-Narrative of the Fed as Incompetent Magician, which is clearly growing 

in strength right alongside the Omnipotence Narrative, makes gold a much more attractive option than 

this time a year ago. 

As for where all this game-playing and stage-strutting ultimately ends up, I want to close with two quotes 

by academics who are very far removed from the self-consciously (and self-parodying) scientific  world 

view of modern economists. Weaver and Midgley are from opposite ends of the political spectrum, but 

they come to very similar conclusions. I’ll be examining the paths in which the birds come home to roost , 

to use Arthur Miller’s phrase, in future notes. I hope you will join me in that examination, a d if ou’d like 

to be on the direct distribution list for these free weekly notes please sign up at Follow Epsilon Theory.       

The scientists have given [modern man] the impression that there is nothing he 

cannot know, and false propagandists have told him that there is nothing he 

cannot have. – Richard M. Weaver, Ideas Have Consequences   

Hubris calls for nemesis, and in one form or another it's going to get it, not as a 

punishment from outside but as the completion of a pattern already started. – 

Mary Midgley, The Myths We Live By   
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